SHIP MANAGER - FedEx & UPS
Speed up your entire shipping process

OVERVIEW
Reduce redundancy and errors while
speeding up your shipping process using the
MCFTech Ship Manager. Leveraging both
Quick Base and ShipRush, the MCFTech Ship
Manager integrates the ShipRush desktop
shipping client with Quick Base to deliver
faster, smarter shipments and returns.
The Ship Manager allows users to streamline
their shipping process. Whether you use
FedEx or UPS, the MCFTech Ship Manager
allows you to automatically post tracking
numbers and links back to Quick Base
and set up email notifications for deliveries,
exceptions, or other status updates.

ABOUT MCFTECH
The ShipRush desktop utility is integrated with a Quick Base application, allowing
users to process a shipment with details including recipient address, shipping
service, package weight, value, and more, all written back to your Quick Base
record.

ROBUST CAPABILITIES

•

Integrates the ShipRush
desktop shipping client with
Quick Base to deliver faster,
smarter shipments and returns

•

Keep track of a client’s
shipping profile in Quick Base,
including which courier and
service speed they prefer

•

Post tracking numbers and links
back to Quick Base record

•

Email notifications can be
set for delivery, exception,
or other status updates

•

Can be configured to your firm’s
specific business process
and workflow to speed up
entire shipping process

•

Speeds accounting
with auto-billing to the
account number on file

MCF Technology Solutions (MCFTech)
delivers Services, Strategy, and Products to
business customers worldwide. We focus on
the successful development, deployment, and
support of Business Applications for diverse
teams. We believe the best solutions come
from a sound business understanding and
thoughtful application of technology. Our
global footprint includes deployments in
more than 20 countries as well as systems
that touch nearly every corner of the business
world.
Our special sauce is “The MCF Way,” an
iterative, customer-centered methodology
based on extensive experience with leading
software development, business process, and
project management practices.

